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In [S], Mathon describe : a rweudocyclic symmetric 3-class association scheme on 28 points. 
In this paper we will first ph2sent a general method (a ‘switching’ construction) to construct new 
symmetric 34ass association schemes from old ones. This method is then applied to the 
scheme above and yields another scheme with the same parameters. A proof is sketched that 
these two schemes are the only pseudocyclic symmetric 3-class association schemes on 28 
points. Also, a useful reformulation is given of a known existence condition for general 
pseudocyclic symmetric 3-class association schemes. 
We first remind the reader of the definition of an association scheme. Let X be 
a finite set, with 1x( = u, and let F = &, rI, . . . , I’,,} be a partition of X2. 
De&i&m 1.1, The pair (X, r) is called an n-class (symmetric) association 
scbkme (shortly n-class sctoeme) on u paints with intersection umbers & iff 
(i) F0 is the diagoroalrekion, i.e. r0 = ((x, x) 1 x E x), 
(ii) & is symmetric for all k=O, 1,. . . ,n, i.e. (x, y)E& iff (y,xjEG 
(X,YEX), 
(3i) for all i,j,k=O,l,..., n and for all (x,ykG we have 
\{z E X 1 (x, Z) E rip (2, y) E ri}l= ~5. independent of (x, v) E rk. 
Note that pi = pk. 
The numbers 0) k : = p& are c&led the ualencies of the scheme. Note that t+, = 1. 
Essentially, an n-class scheme on X is a colouring of tie complete graph Kx with 
?8 colours 1,2,. . . , n such that the subgraph formed by the edges of dour k is 
regular with valency Q (k = 1,2,. . . , n) and such that the number of bi;angles 
with a given colouring on 3 given base depends only on the colouring and not on 
the base. 
We say that x and y are ith ass~~iutes 8 (x, y) E ri. The set of all ith associates 
of any x E X is de;loted by ri(x) and is also called the ith subconstituent of X. It 
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L%eudo@ic association schemes for which the number of points is a pr&ne or a 
prime power czut be canstructed from the cyclotomic &sses of a finite field GF(u) 
(see for instance [lJ). 
In [4] we constructed another family of pseeudocyelic schemes. We give a short 
desc@tion of this construction. 
Let q = 2” (m,~3). The subgrow 8. of PGL(3, q) consisting of the mappings 
that fix (as ;i set) some .oval6 in J?GQ q) (i.e. a set of q+ 2 points in PG(2, q) 
me&q any line in 0 or 2 points) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and acts generously 
txansitive on the set 8 of exterior lines of 0 (i.e. lizres not meeting 0). Then the 
o&its of 48 on g2 form a & - 1)-c&s symmetric pseudocyclic associ&on scheme 
on S, of c&d&lity $4{4- 2). ‘riris’ fahily cont&s as a special ease (q = 2’) a 
s&&e Gst Z.esGrii’bj Math~n [!$I: ‘We rshaIl refer to &is scheme as the Mathon 
_. “. . 
scheme. 
‘ 
In this pq;zr ‘we’ tint Q *ge&raI tiethod (a ‘switching’ co&ru&on) which 
GUI be used fo construct new 3-cMs s&emes ‘from old ones. We: show that this 
r,onstrt&~n, %&en applied to the h&t@ scheme yields a new scheme ion 28 ~ 
p&m sit$ &e’ a $&&et& “& “‘ifii= m&&i 4&&j&_ fil htiom $-d we 
sketch t:lh~, proof that these two .sch&mes are in fact the only p$&bcyci.ic 
symmetri 1 3-chss association schemes on 28 point. For details of the lengthy 
proof we refer to [3]. 
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This paper is based on a part of the author’s master’s thesis [3], available upon 
?eqtle!St. ’ 
A word abut the notation: In pictures of 3-class schemes WC use - to 
indicate tit associates, - - - - to indicate second associates, and . . l l to indicate 
khird askociates. If in a picture only two relations are indicated in this way, then, 
unless stated otherwise, pairs of points which are not connected are third 
associates. 
Let (X, r) be a (symm&ric) 3-class association scheme. 
&&i&n 2.1. A subset Y of X with Tl YI = 4 is called qxciaC if it satisfies the , 
following two conditions: 
(i) For any y E Y, the three pairs Jy, y’) (yk Y\(y)) are in three d.istinct 
relations; 
(ii) For any x E X\ Y there is a pair {i, j} E. {1,2,3} such that of the four pairs 
(x,y)(yEY)twoarein riandtwoareinq. 
(In this case we shall say that x is of type (ii}.) 
In this section we shall show that from a 3-class scheme (X, I’) possessing a 
special set Y we can construct a new 3-class scheme (X, A) with the same 
intersection numbers as (X, r). 
First we use Y to construct a new set of relations A on X as follows: 
(i) A will again be symmetric; 
(ii) A will be identical to I’ on p and on (X\ Yj”; 
(iii) A is decked on (X\ Y) x Y as follows: If x E X\ Y is of type (i, j}, then for 
alI y E Y: (x, y) E 4 iff (5 y) E q. (So A will be obtained Eclrm r by interchanging, 
for all x E X\ Y9 the two colaurs of the edges co~ecting x to Y.) 
Now we prove: 
Lemma 22. (X, 4) ds again a symmetric 3-class association scheme, with the sume 
intersection umbeers as (X, n. 
E%oof, We shall denote the intersection numbers of (X, I’) by pt. We have to 
prove IAi(x) n Aj(y)l= pi if (x, y) E Ak. 
Let Y = (a, b, c, cl}. We distinguish three cases: 
(a) (x, y) E Y? Let (x, y) = (u, b) E p, say, with (a, b) E &. Observe that then 
(a, b) E 4410 (G cl) E L (c, d) E & 
First, let i = j. In thk case, neither Ai 13 A,(b) nor F~(c) f7 r-,(d) contains an 
element of 11 and any z not in Y is in Ai (a) n Ai (b) B it is in ri (C) n rj (d‘r . !30 
(Ai (0) n A, (b)( = lc(c) CI I’rr (d)l = p$. 
W and A,(#) n4(a) are identical outside Y, 
/I .- 
PurC&&ore, We have 
(1) 
If I$! {kt I) then neither W nor d,(x) n d,(a) ‘contains an element of Y. 
(2) 
Also,itisno%toohardtoseethat 
If i E{JC, I) then W contains always one element more of Y then 
A&) fI A,(@. 
To count the number of elements of W, we first observe 
(3) 
Iwl-lvt-dj (4) 
and then we determine 1-q as follows: 
We fan count the number N of pairs (2, y)~ r-,(X) X Y such that z G I;-(Y) in two 
different ways. 
First, dny y E ,? ,c+r85utks &(x) nq(y)l to N, i.e. pb (two times) or pi (two 
times); ‘h3k N= 2p;+:tp2, ’ 
tin<ny, each element 2 E V outside Y contributes 2 to N. 
k if%, I) then V arjd Y are disjoint and N=tlq, and if i#, I} then V 
conkins’two elements of Y, each contributing 1 to N, so that b this case we have 
N=2@+-2)+1+1=2(IVf-1). 
Sowefind 
~i~{k,I)then/Vlrp~+p:iandifiE{k,Z}thenIV(=pf;+pt+l. 
Now (l)_(5) show that fAi(X) n r&(Q)1 = &. q 
(5) 
We shfl now appIy this construction to the Mathon scheme. 
The kfathon sckme can be represented as in Table Z, where the relations 
IMMZ~ the other potits PANI be found from CX,, yj) E I”k iff (O;,‘(y - x)j) E & 
(x, y E U. 
Table 1 
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Objet@ First associates Secondassociates Third associates 
C 0% 0 l> 1, 23 1 3, 1 4, 5, 61 2 7, 8, 02 O3 2, 12 22 42 3, 42 S 52 & Z3 7, 8, 7 0, O2 1, 2 2, 1 3, 4, 3 6, -c3 63 % 7, C1 8, 
02 03 22 23 3, 32 6, 62 72 7, 00 12 21 33 41 51 63 71 8, 0, 11 1, 42 43 52 3, 8, 8, 
03 02 1, 13 2, 22 7, 72 8, 83 01 32 33 41 43 5, 53 62 63 O” 12 23 3, 42 52 6, 73 82 
Table 1 can be found using the construction described in the introduction. As 
the oval 0, we take the set {( 1, 0, 0)) U ((0, 1,O)) U ((6, c2, 1) 1 e E GF(23)} and with 
(Y a primitive element in GF(23) satisfying a3 = cy + 1, we define m:= (1, a3, cr3), 
01:= (1, CYs, 4x5), oz:= (1, CR’, cu6), O3 = (1, 1,l). Then 
is in c8, has order 9 and fixes 00 E 8, and if we define the lines 4 (.x E Z9, i = 1,2,3) 
by q : = M”,(Oi) then we find Table 1. 
If we interchange in Table 1 the second and third relation, we find the 
description given in Mathon [S]. The set Y:= {q U1, 02, 0,) is special in the 
Mathon scheme (X, E’). This follows from results proved in [3] and the fact that Y 
is of the form g(P), with P = (0, 1,l) here. (For BE PG(2,8)‘\0, %(Pj is defined to 
be the set of exterior lines of 6 containing F) but it can also be checked directly 
from Table 1. 
So we can apply Lemma 2.2 and we find a 3-chess scheme (&X, A) having the 
same intersection numbers as the Mathon scheme. We shall now show that these 
two schemes are essentially different by inspection of the structure of their 
subconstituents. 
Inspection of the Mathon scheme shows that all subconstituents have essentially 
the same structure (note that this scheme admits PSL(2,8) as a transitive 
automxphism group): For any x E X we have on r,(x) the structure of Fig. 1, and 
0 
Fig. 1. 
the structures on any second or third subkonstituent can be obtained from this 
picture by a cyclic shift of the’ relations. (We call this the symmeaic- case.) By 
contrast, in (X,A) we ktd for the points and structure of A@) the structure of 
Fig. 2 (we call this and the other two structures obtained by a cyclicshift of the 
rektions the nowymmefrk case) and we see that (x I”) and& A) are essentially 
different. 
Rmmrk 23. By inspection of (Ir; A) it is easily verikd that: 
(i) 00, 01, N and OS have three nonsympetric s&constituents. 
(ii) There are twelve points n such that x together with two points or’ Y form a 
monochromatic triangIe. These twelve, po@ts have two nonsymmetric subcon- 
stituents. 
(iii) The twelve points left over ah have one nonsymmetric subconstituent. 
In this section, fust the possible sets of intersection numbers of pseudocycsic 
S&ss schemes are investigated. Wren we give a reformulation of the existence 
or&ion and we conkxt the result to asformula for certain kyclotomic numbers. 
A pseudccyck 3-class schenie has ‘o == 3t + i and the v6lencks and intersection 
DL?T of su& a scheme a be expre&ed in numbers r, s, t as follows: 
3.1, (i) q == v2 = v3 = t, 
. 
(3 Pi: 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 
- 1 t-r-s-l s I 1 s t t-r-s 
2 S r t--r-s , 2 P t-r-s-1 s , 
3 r t-r-s s 3 t-t-s S r -- --- 
P: 1 .2 3 
1 r t-r-s S 
2 t-r-s s P 
3 s Y t--r--s--l’ -- 
Pseuducyclic 3-class tassociahn schemes 
r, s and t satisfy the additional relation 
1c2(r+s)-3(r-s)2=[l+3(r+~)-22tJ? 
(Sx Mathcn [S].) We make the important observation: 
Lemuua 3.3. The intersection numbers are 
relations: pi = p:z<j+l (indices mod 3). 
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(3.2) 
invariant under a cyclic shift of the 
A scheme with the parameters above shall be referred to as an SPC(r, s, t) on 
0 = 3t + 1 Points. 
We now give a reformulation of (3.2). If we write 
L:=dt-2-9(r+s), M= T-S, (3.4) 
then with t) =3t+ 1 we have 
b 3.5. Ckmdition (3.2) has a solution in integers r,s, t ifi there are integers 
L, M satisfying L2+ 27M2 = 4~. 
T;he compodence between L, M and r, s, t is given by (3.4) and the additional 
condition L = 1 (mod 3). 
Proof. By substitution. q 
We wish to make some remarks akut Lemma 3.5. 
If2]=p% 3f + 1 for mrne prime p, then an SPC on u points can be constructed 
from the cyclotomic classes of GF(u) (see [lD. The intersection numbers are then 
called cyclotomic numbers. For such v, the equation L” + 27M = 4~ always has a 
solution in integers L, M, and to determine the cyclotomic numbers, it is known 
that L, M should be chosen as follows: 
If p = 2 (mod 3) then cy is even, a = 28 say, and we must take L = *2ps, M = 0, 
with the sign of L determined by L = 1 (mod 3). 
If p = 1 (mod 3) then, apart from signs, the equation A2+27s2 = 4p has a 
unique solution. Then I., M are determined from 
L+M+/?!? 
:= F 
2 
This solution L, M of L2 + 27 M* = 4~ is characterized by the property that neither 
L nor M is a multiple of p (see Hall [2D. 
For general o, this reformulation seems to be new. 
If @ = 28, the equation L*+ 2’7M2 = 4~ has the unique solution L = *2, M = 
*2. It folIows that there is essentially only one set of posEible parameters for an 
SPC on 28 points. Mter renaming of the relations (if necessary) we have r = 4, 
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s=2, t=9and 
-- 
PI: 4 
2 2 2 2 4 3 
2 4 3, 4 2 2, 
4 3 2 3 2 4 
/ 
.m 
A?: 
4 2 3 
324. j . 
2 4 2 
(3.6) 
In the following se&ons we shall analyse possible substructures in an SFC with 
the parameters as in (3.6). ’ - 
Then Lemma 3.3 hrs an important consequence; 
U 3.7. If, sturtin:g from sonae ~PT&ZM@O~ certain pq.~rtks (quch as nonex- 
is@nee) are pro?& thm the 8ame prqmtb (or the pqhMies obtained by a cyclic 
skifb of the r&ions) Imh& starting f&n thf! ‘skiffed’ conC,guri&n. . 
We shali make use of Lemma 3.7 frequently without expticitly stating that we 
doso. . . . 
Our proof that there are just two possibilities for the structure of a subcon- 
stituent depends on a number of lemmas which show that certain subconf@ura- 
tions cannot exist in a scheme with the given parameters as h(3.6). We shall give 
some of them in detail, the proofs of others shall only be sketched. 
m 
Fq 4.1. The wn&m2ti4m 
1 
does 72&t exist. 1 
3 2 
B%~oL Z-T piI = 2, r,(l), &(2) and r,(3) must be pairwise disjoint outside 
I +, L&3), so in particular painvise disjoint on r3@$ 
On the other hand, p&= 4, so each of I’&(l), I’&I) and r,(3) contains four 
points of I+&). Since jf,(o~)l=9~ we arrive at a contra&&ion. c3 
4.2. The wnfiguration 
ktween 1.3 and 2,4. 
does not e&t, what-ever the relations are 
3 
bet Firwi note that, shx2 piI - pTr = 2, we 8 must have (1,3‘) E &, (2,4) E & 
Then, sin= piI = 2, p& ::= 4, we see that r,(l), r,(2), rI(3) and IJ(4) intersect 
pairwise in cxacfly oae *@rt outside {m, X,2,3,43, a& hence in at most dne point 
of r@). C 3 the other hpd, since p1 3 == 4, ezxh of r,(l), r,(2), r,(3) and rI(4) 
contains fo x points of f3(m). Since lr3(~)j=9, we arrive at a contradiction. Cl 
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r,(l) and rI(2) are disjoint outside {a, 1,2,3}, so in 
particular disjoint on rJa). 
Furthermore, since piI = 2, 
(1) 
ra(3) intersects both r,(l) and rI(2) in exactly one point outside 
{m, 1,2,3}, so in park&r ti at most one point of r&o). (2) 
Since pi:, = 4, 
each of r;(l), r,(2) and r,(3) contains four points of &@). 
Since k(=)l= 9, (I), (2) and (3) cannot be simultaneously satisfied. Cl 
Qo 1 
Lemma 4A The configuration .’ ‘I &x?sPwtexist. 
3 K /’ _____ 2 
(‘3) 
proof, By tivestigating r,(l), &(2) and &(3) fbst on I’@), then on &(m) and 
finally on r~(m), we see that essentially, we must have 
1 * 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 . 
2 2 * 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 2 2 * 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 *Ic? 
Now, since &= 4, we must have 
K(l) n r,(2)l+ Pi(l) n r,t3l= 8. 
(k’) 
(2) 
But we see from (1) that the contribution to (2) is 0 on r,(oo) U (oo), exactly 4 on 
&(m) and at most 3 on &(m), and we arrive at a contradiction.. The reader cau 
easily supply the missing details. El 
From Lemmas 4.1~4.4 some conclusions can be drawn about the structure of a 
(Grst) subconstituent. We investigate r,(m) (WE X). 
Since p:l= 2, rI 1 r,(m) has valency 2. Then it follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 
4.2 that & I r&o) is in fact a nine-gon. 
‘Now also pt2 = 2, so F’z I &(=) has valcncy 2. By Lemma 4.4,I’l, I&@) conmin:~ 
no triangle. The followhng lemma shows that, in fact, F2 1 &(m) is also a nine-gon: 
~-yp! 
L4m 4.5. The configuration , I does not exist, whatajet the remairlirlg 
dations are. kL?s 
of proof. By a careful analysis it is *@iMe tb derive the relations of 
and 0 with the other points of .X. We&d 
01” 1122333,3 1122,2i333 33i111222 
a33ll311222 ;2 1 
b‘3 3 11 1’2 3 1’2i 
33 1 I‘ 3‘ 3 2 $’ 1 3 1.2 2 3 ‘2 2 
“1 3’1 1$‘3’$‘2 3 l”1222233 
j 
,* ,** , 1 I _ ,I ._ *+- ,: p‘ _y- 1 ;*, _ ,’ 
(0 r IX Ix ’ . . ‘_ 
Tim, if11 a~ysis nf I’&) shows that, in fact, (1) leads to a contradiction. El 
This l.sn.ma is then used to show: 
Psedocycfic 3dass assockrtion schemes 
Ianma 4.8. Case (3) of 7korem 4.6 dues not exist. 
S~e&h of proof. The assumptions in case (3) determine the relations on r,(#?) 
completely~ A dctaikd analysis determines the relations between the points 
OQ, 0,3 and 6 and the other mints of X We find 
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a~036812457 ww~wGrl7 abcdef ghk 
0 1*2&13333 112222333 111122233 
3 12*3231133 3 2 2 2 13 2 13 122311132 
6 123*323311 3 2 13 2 2 12 3 213211123 
(lj 
Then, an analysis of r&x) and r&r) shows that again, (1) leads to a 
contradiction. El 
The conclusion which we can draw from this section is 
‘I%MDIWH 4.9. There are just two possibilities for the structure of a s&constituent in 
(X, I’). In particuZur, let WE X and let Ir, 1 rl(=) be the nine-gon 
7, 8, 0). Then rz 1 r@) is either the nine-gon (0, 4, 8, 3, 7, 
symmetric case) or the nine-gon (0, 4, 1, 6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 5, 0) 
case). 
(0, 1,2, 3,4, 596, 
2, 6, 1, 5, 0) (the 
(the nonsymmetric 
5. All subcon&uents symmetric @st case) 
In this section we shall present a number of lemmas leading to the result that 
the Mathon scheme is the only SPC on 28 points for whi&zh all sub-constituents 
are symmetric. (So, in this section we assume that all subconstituents are 
symmetric.) 
We first make an observation based on Section 4; 
Eermaplrr 5.A I,,, for some X E X and some i (i = 1,2,3), &e nine-gon rl 1 ri(X) is 
(Q, by C, d, e, f, g, h, k, a) then &+l 1 T”i(x) is the nine-gon (0, e, k, d, h, c, g, b, f, a). 
SO, the first nine-gon completely determines the relations on I’i (x). 
We number the 28 points as follows. Choose a point 00~ X. The remaining 
points are numbered 4 (x E&, z * = 1,2,3), where ;~ci EI’@J). We do this in such a 
and we have thus achieved that the relation containing q and y, (x, y E&, 
i = 1,2,3) b&pends only on i and x-y (mod 9). (Note that, once the points of 
rI(a) are numbered, (5.2) dti not yet comp@ely determine the numbering on 
the rem&& points. m Temainjn g fre&om‘$hail be used in (5.5) and (5.7).) 
We must show that our assumption deter&in= the structure completely. We 
know from Lemma 5.1 and (5.2) that if JCQE F&J), then (x + 1)1, (x + 3)1, (x + Q1, 
(X+&E I&) and the relations between these points are determined. The 
cc&don in Lemma 5.1 on symmetry for I&) leaves essentially only one 
ptition for these points in rS 1 &(x1). 
Smilar arguments for x2 E r&o), x3 E I’&) lead to 
lrcrr~~~~ 5.3.FOY X, E c(a), (i = 1,2,3) the nine-gon IYi-11 ri-10;) must have the 
falhwing form: 
G Ir3(X1)=(Q1,(X+1)1,C1, dl, (x:+3)&+% gl, h’, (x+8)1, al), 
G I W2l= (a’, (x + 7)~ c2, d2, (x + 3)2, (x + 6)2r g*, h’, (x + 2)2, ~9, 
r2 I r2(4 = (a’, (x + 513, c3, d3, lx + 6)3, (x + 3)3, s: h”, (x + 4)3, a3). 
The results of Section 4 allows us to proof: 
d’, g’ in &.,(q) are in ri-l(O”), the points a’, c’, hi in 
PM& Y* eve the proof for i = 1. Obviously, r3(xr) contains piI = 4 pointi of 
&(=), p:2 = 3 points of r2+) and p;s = 2 poi.Qts of I’s(=). 
First comider the four points Q’, OQ, (X + &, (x + I&, in r3(x1). Observe that they 
form a con6guration such that &ET;(=) would imply that r3(a1) is nonsymmet- 
ric. so 
a’ El-,(W). (1) 
Next, let y, z be the two points of IT3(xL) in r3(=). We know (a, xl) E &, (00, y), 
6% z), (XI, yh (xl, z) c l’& so if we apply Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7 to the configuration 
formed by w, y, z, x1 we have 
Fwy+ (1 lu (2), I&mma 5.1 and an inspection show that y, z must be the points 
dl, g’. L 
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Using Lemma 5.1 we now note that in Lemma 5.3 we have in I’&) for the 
points a’, c’, h’:(a”, c’), (d, h’)e&. 
So as a consequence of (5.2) and Lemma 5.3 we may assume without loss of 
general@ that we have 
G 1 MW = (oz, ll,lz, d’, 31,619 g’, 82,819 03. (5.5) 
(Note that (5.5) together with (5.2) completely determines the numbering on 
mw 
Now note that (5.5) shows 02, l&‘&II). Using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, and (5.5) 
we see that the third point of &t 11) in r&o) must be 82 or &. To determine 
which one it must be, note d.at since (O,, ll)E r, (see (X2)), we have 
MO,) f-I r,Ul)\ = Pk = 2. Hence, considering that 82 E r,(O,) by (5.5), it follows 
that we must have 2+&(11). So 02, 12,2&‘~(11). Note that (O,,O$z~~ (see 
(5.5)). This determines the position of these three points in rB 1 I’&,). 
Now it is easy to see that we can repeat this argument to find the points of 
I$(=) together with their position in &(2,), . . . , I’J8,). This leads to 
Lemma 5.6. For xl E fJ(a), we have 
r, I r,(x,) = (~2, (x + 1)~ (x + 1)s d’, (x + 3)1, (x +6),, g’, (x + 8),, 
(x + 8),, ~9, 
where d’, g’E &(=). 
By the same type of argument as used preceding (5.5) we have without loss of 
generality. 
r, I r,(Oz) = (%, 72,73, d*, 32,62, g*, 23,2-2,0,). (5 -7) 
(Note that (5.7) together with (5.2) completely determines the numbelring on 
G(ao)J 
NOW, by a similar argument as used following (5.5) we can find the points of 
M4 together with their position in IJ(7J, fI(5*), . . . , rI(2,). This leads t0 
Lemma 5.8. For X*E I’2(m), we hue 
f 
r~ I %z) = (Xg, (X + 7j2, (X + 7)~ d*, (x + 3)2, (x + 6)2, g2, (x + 2)3, 
(x + 2L x,), 
when? d2, g* E r+). 
To determine the points 6*, g* in IJ(xJ, note that by Lemma 5.6 &(x2) 
contains (x + 3), and (x + 6),. S&e it follows also from Lemma 5.6 that ((x + 3)2, 
(x+6)&rI (let in Lemma 5.6 x-+x+3) we now have: 
LRanmrr 5.9. In Lemma 5.8, we &WX d* = (x +6),, g* = (X + 3),. 
Now Lemmas 5.6611 completely determine all rela*- on X’? For exmple, 
for any xl (x E&J, Lemmas 5.6 and 5.10 give its third associates, and, (letting 
x + x f I, x ~3) also its Second associates, etc. 
We conclude that the scheme is completely determined once we assume that all 
surbmnstituents are symmetric. 
Since it was already remarked in Section 2 that the Mathon s&em\? possess this 
property, we now have 
l’!laorag 5.32. The Mathon scheme is the only symmetric pseuducy& 3-ci[ass 
association scheme on 28 pointi for which all subwnstitzmts am symmetric. 
It remains to investigate the case w!hen at leasl;,t one subconstituent is non- 
symmetric. In [3], we proved that ti this case, again the scheme is completely 
determined by this assumption, and so we have as B consequence of the discussion 
inSection2. 
m- 6.l. The scheme (X, A) obtaintxIMm the Ma&x scheme as described in 
Station 2 is *&e .onCy sym~& ~udolcycEic 3-class cassaciation scheme on 28 
points slxh &At at &t & s&&&q b nonsymm&c. 
a: , 
The a mlysis irm [3] is too lengthy ti re;;zxJu~ it acre, but we shall mention one. 
interesti “lg result of this analysis and we shall, for the interested reader, indicate: 
the mer;aod leading to Tkorem 6.1. 
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Fig. 3. 
Let us assume that for some x EX, a subconstituent of x is irregular. W.l.o.g, 
we assume rl(x) in Fig. 3 to be nonsymmetric, & 1 r,(x) the nine-gon (0,4, 1,6, 
2, 7, 3, 8, 5, 0). 
The configuration in Fig. 3 formed by the point 0, 1,s and 6 shall be called a 
m?tsymmertic inducing (Nsr) configuration. Observe that a NSI configuration is 
invariant under a cyciic shift of the relations and that an NSI configuration is 
never contained in a symmetric @sconstituent. 
Note that 0, 1,5 and 6 are all contained in f’@). (In fact, (0, 1, $6) = &(3) n 
jY,(x).) The point 3 shah be called the base of the NSI (0, 1,5,6} in r,(x). Then 
obviously r,(3) is also nonsymmetric and contains the NSI (0, 1,5,6}. Let y be 
the base of this NSI in r,(3). Then r,(y) is again nonsymmetric (it contains the 
NSI). It is easy to see that in fact x E &(y) and x is the base of the NSI in &( y ). 
1Now &(x), r,(y) and &(3) are not the only nonsymmetric subconstituents. 
Observe that any nonsymmetric subconstituent contains two NSI’s with two 
(distinct) bases. In Fig. 3, the other NSI is (0,8,4,3} with base 6 in r,(x). Hence 
also &(6) is nonsymmetric. 
In fact, it turns out that nonsymmetric subconstituents occur in sets of twelve 
(i.e. which are ‘closed’ with respect to the above method of finding nonsymmetric 
subconstituents from NSI’s.) (As observed in Section 2, the ‘switched’ Mathon 
scheme conta’tis 48 non-symmetric subconstituents, ie. four such sets of twelve). 
This property, with its proof, is then used to determine the scheme completely. 
For further details, we refer to [3]. 
The author wishes to thank J.H. v. Lint and H.C.A. van Tilborg for their 
encouragement and their help in preparing this manuscript. 
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